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INTRODUCTION 

A well-rounded team of 

localization experts, language 

geeks and gamers 
We’re a team of localization experts with over 60 years of combined experience. We help game 

developers, publishers and localization companies launch their titles globally in more than 10 

languages. 

A few things that set us apart: 

 Dedicated project manager will help you setup your project, prepare instructions and 

handle all communications with translators; 

 All major languages supported; 

 We work with games for all major platforms, including PC, iOS, Android, PS4, Xbox 

One, Nintendo Switch and many others; 

 A thorough localization process that includes research, posting queries, terminology 

management, translation, proofreading and quality assurance; 

 No minimum fee, we’ll gladly provide ongoing support for smaller updates at our current 

rates; 

 We can handle volumes too! Each language pair has a tight-knit team of expert 

translators that are no strangers to big projects; 

 Monthly invoices and secure payment processing – we will send you combined invoices 

at the end of the month that can be easily paid online with a click of a button; 
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RATES 

2019 Video Game Localization 

Rates 
Since we’re a remote team, our overhead costs are minimal, and our clients can enjoy reduced 

rates when compared to larger localization companies. 

We believe that remote work is the future and we want our clients to reap the benefits of such 

approach. Please note that we charge in USD and on a per word basis. Before we add your 

project to your bill, we analyze the volume using word-counting software and send you the 

estimate for approval.  

Language Pair Offered rate per word 

English-French 0.10 USD per word 

English-Italian 0.09 USD per word 

English-German 0.12 USD per word 

English-Spanish 0.09 USD per word 

English-Russian 0.09 USD per word 

English-Korean 0.10 USD per word 

English-Simplified Chinese 0.10 USD per word 

English-Brazilian Portuguese 0.10 USD per word 

English-Polish 0.09 USD per word 

English-Turkish 0.10 USD per word 
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RATES 

2019 Video Game Localization 

Rates Continued 
  

Language Pair Offered rate per word 

English-Japanese 0.13 USD per word 

English-Thai 0.12 USD per word 

English-Portuguese  0.10 USD per word 

English-Czech 0.11 USD per word 

English-Arabic 0.11 USD per word 
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PROCESS 

How we work together 
We want to make sure you receive the best results possible. Our goal is to help your game 

succeed globally and the quality of localization is our top priority. 

1. The Estimate 

In our initial conversation we’ll review your files, analyze them and determine the total word 

count. Based on the selected languages we’ll send you an estimate for approval that will include 

the suggested delivery deadline. Once the estimate is approved it will be added to your invoice. 

For first-time clients we ask for 100% advance payment. Returning clients can benefit from 

combined monthly invoices issued at the end of the month. 

2. The Workflow 

Having a dedicated project manager means that you can forget about all localization-related 

headaches. We will help you prepare your files, find translators for your languages and handle all 

communication between you and your localization team. We’ll make sure all your instructions 

are followed and that all translators aware of additional requirements (like making sure that 

we adhere to character limits and use consistent terminology). 

 

We’ll also set up a query sheet where you’ll be able to see question from your translators and 

answer their context-related queries. And if our translators spot a typo or too in your source text, 

we’ll make sure to bring this to your attention. 

3. The Delivery 

We’ll send you your localized files on or before the deadline and you’ll have 10 days to review 

them and send us additional questions. 
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NEXT STEPS 

Let’s get started 
Email: dmitry@videogamestranslator.com 

Website: https://videogamestranslator.com 

Phone: +1 647 783 0477 

Mailing Address: 

55 Regent Park Blvd., 1603,  

Toronto, ON, M5A0C2 

Canada 
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